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Introduction 

Possibilities of the analytical solution of dynamic problems related to 
the flow of elastic liquids of assumed constant density in a pipeline are examined 
in the following. For the sake of simplicity, the flow pipe is assumed to be hori
zontal, of constant cross section and material characteristics, frictional losses 
in flow are proportional to velocity. Under such conditions, relationships of a 
general validity can be obtained in a closed form for flow characteristics, such 
as pressure, velocity, at various points of the flow pipe. Thereby, in vie"w of 
determination, dynamic response functions are obtained for the given input 
parameter arbitrarily varying in time. Approximating input parameters and 
response function e.g. by a broken line function composed of straight sections, 
the general relatonship takes the form of a matrix equation. Matrices do not 
depend on flow velocity and pressure, thus they represent the linear operator 
characteristic of the given flow pipe. 

11. Stating the problem 
Survey of known solutions. Objectives 

1.1. The problem 

In the case of practical problems, e.g. oil pipelines, - pressure and 
velocity values are recorded at fixed points of the pipe, where disturbances 
are to be expected, and where also interventions take place. Thus, let us sepa
rate a pipe oflength L from the rest of the flow system, with pressure and veloc
ity parameters at both ends representing the effect of the omitted parts 

(Fig. 1). 
The four characteristic parameters are obtained from boundary values 

of pressure and velocity: 

5 Periodica Polytechnica EL. 18/2. 

PIO(t) = Po(t, 0) 

v10(t) = vo(t, 0) 

P20(t) = Po(t, L) 

v20(t) = vo(t, L) 

(1) 
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Let us determine the relatIOnship bet"ween the above parameters, I.e. of the 

function 11: 
(2) 

Among parameter values (1) there are known ones, these are named the bound
ary conditions. Eq. (2) serves for determining the other unknown parameters. 

1.2. Known solutions 

After having separated the examined system let us survey the known 
solutions fitting the problem. A fairly good survey is found in [5]. 

! crt 
1 di 11 

I I I I I X 
0 X L 

PlOfl} Po ft, x) P20 (t) 
v/ofl} voll,X) V20(t} 

Fig. 1 

a) Numerical methods 

Numerical solution methods for the basic differential equation system 
of the problem give the relationship between parameters in algorithm form. 
Among these, the method of characteristics and the algebraic methods derived 
from them are of basic importance [[1] [2] [5]. After transforming the system 
of partial differential equations to total differential equations, these are 
converted to finite differences. These equations permit to determine the pres
sure and velocity values from initial and boundary conditions from point to 
point as a function of place and time. It is an advantage that actual friction 
losses can be taken into consideration, the method does not require an excessive 
sectioning, the calculation is easy to survey, and arbitrary initial and boundary 
conditions are easy to handle. Its disadvantage is to require some experience 
and inventiveness, and the use of a computer in any case. 

b) Analytical solutions 

After having linearized the friction force, the system of basic differential 
equations yields a linear partial differential equation of the second order, the 
so-called Telegraph Equation, of which various analytical solutions are known, 
the most important being the determination in a closed form of the transient 
generated by the abrupt change of pressure or velocity [6], or of response func
tions to the constant oscillation of disturbed variables (the so-called impedance 
method) [5]. 
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The relationship 11 between arbitrary boundary yalucs can be determined 
from the above mentioned by using Dllhamel's theorem, or by expanding to a 
FOllrier series. 

1.3. Scope 

In the present work the linearized partial differential equation is solyed 
for the generally given boundary conditions, to directly yield the functional 
relationship. Since the result contains arbitrary time functions of the boundary 
values, actual input parameters can closely be approximated, e.g. by a broken 
line of straight sections. The problem is reduced to the so-called Cauchy prob
lem of the basic equation, to be solved by the method of Riemann [7]. 

Let us suppose at the beginning an initial condition belonging to a previ
ous steady state to prevail: 

t = 0, Po(O, x) = Po(x) 

vo(O, x) = vo(x), 

hence, the values assumed at the boundaries are 

Pol = Po(O), P02 = Po(L) 

V 01 = vo(O), V 02 = vo(L) 

This problem can be reduced to homogeneous initial conditions, on 
account of the linearity of the partial differential equation, by superposition. 

Be the new initial conditions 

p(O, x) = 0 

v(O, x) = 0 

replacing boundary values (1) by the following 

Pl(t) = PlO - POl 

P2(t) = P20 P02 

The new variables at an arbitrary place of the space part are: 

p(t, x) = Po(t, x) - Po(x) 

v(t, x) = vo(t, x) - vo(x) 

(3) 

Since (3) can be calculated from (1) in a mutually unambiguous way, in 
the following the solution of the last mentioned boundary value problem ,~in 
be discussed. 

5* 
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2. The system of differential equations 

2.1. In a horizontal pipe of constant cross-section the flow equation [1] 
IS gIven by 

1 ap av 
g ax at 

where 
I .. v2 

5=--
2d 

-5 

sing v 

IL t~,.· C:1se of a linearized friction resistance 5 will bc expressed as: 

5 = k . v + 50" 

(4) 

(5) 

III b:.:.:'.:::ar flow, for Re /2300, the pipe friction cJcfficicnt can be calculated 
by the following known forn: ula [3]. 

I, = M 
where Rc 

v· d 

Re J' 

Substituting transforms the expression of 5: 

32·,,·v 
5=---

d2 

Similarly, for turbulent flow in a smooth surface pipe, for 2300 < Re < 105, 

from 
• 0,316 
1.=---. 

4 ' 

YRe 

5 = 0,316 ·vl/4· v 3/4 • V 

2d5/4 
(6) 

k and 50' values to be considered in the following as constant, can be deter
mined on the basis of the expectable set of values for v, depending on the 
character of the problem (Fig. 2). In the case of v <: vrn , relationship (6) can 
be linearized by line a. Now, comparing (5) and (6) 

5 0 = 0 

0,316 . V1!4 • [ Vrn 'I' 3/4 
k = ----~~-

2d5/4 
(6/a) 

The approximation by a line b is ad-visable if v does not change its sign during 
the examinations, and it is changing in a narrow range, 

v E Llv 

From the equation of the straight line b, k and 50 can be determined. 
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v 

Fig. 2 

2.2. The equation expressing the continuity of flow IS the following: 

where 

? 8v 
010-
... 8x 

8p = 0 
8t 

Er 

w=V; 
1 

161 --+ --
E j d Ecs 

(7) 

From the system of differential equations (4) and (7), substituting Eq. (5), a 
linear partial differential equation of second order is obtained. To this end 
Eqs (4) and (7) will be partially differentiated with respect to t and x, respec
tively. Supposing that the mixed derivatives are identical, arranging yields: 

k~ 
8t 

(8) 

Similarly, by differentiating Eqs (4) and (7) with respect to X and t, respectively 
and arranging:. 

8 82 
k1_W2~=O. 

St 8x2 
(9) 

Eqs (8) and (9) are formally identical with the known basic equation for electric 
transmission lines. 
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3. Reduction of the general relationship f1 by introducing new 
boundary values 

The differeutial operators for Eqs (8) and (9) are identical, hence: 

where 

F· v(t, x) = 0 

F . p(t, x) = 0 

82 8 82 

F = --+ k -- w 2 __ 
8t2 8t 8x2 

The symmetry of pressure and velocity with respect to the above differential 
equation will find an important application, permitting to replace relationship 
(2) by a function of three variables without impairing generality. 

This is obvious from writing relationship (9) with variable cp(t, x) repre
senting p or v. 

F·cp(t, x) = 0 (10) 

To the above equation the boundary values should also be given in terms of 
the new variable. 

Initial conditions 

It is evident that equation 

.1jJ1(t) = 8cp(t,x) I 
8x I X=O 

fF2(t) = cp(t, L) 

cp(O, x) = 0 

1p(0, x) = O. 

(11) 

(12) 

relating boundary conditions (11) can produce solution of the original Eq. (2), 
with any boundary condition. 

As the first step we shall prove that differential equations (4) and (7) 
can bring boundary values (3) and (11) into a mutually unambiguous relation
ship. 

To prove this, first consider Eq. (4). Upon considering Eq. (11) too, this 
can be ,vritten in the following form. 
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For ri = Pi; i = 1, 2 

~·lj!l(t) + dv1(t) = - S(v1(t)). 
e dt 

(13) 

That is, VJ1(t) can he calculated from v1(t), and vice versa. Similarly Eq. (7) 
yields: 

ew2lj!1(t) + dPlt(t) = 0 . (14) 

that is,1f!l(t) can be calculated from Pl(t) and vice versa. In the ahove Eqs (13) 
and (14) time is the only variable, therefore differentiation is indicated with 
respect to o~e variahle. Now it is oh-vious that suitahly interpreting cp, houndary 
values (3) and (11) can he calculated one from another hy means of Eqs (13) 
and (14). 

Let us now suppose relationship (12) to exist and to he known, and also 
that it can produce solutions of Eq. (2) for all houndary conditions possible. 

The given boundary conditions and the indices of the relationships for 
the unknown houndary values are given in Tahle 1. 

Given boundary 
conditions 

(input 
characteristics) 

Table I 

Course of determining the unknown parameter 
(response function) 

1. PI = 'PI 
P2 = 'P2 (12) ->- 1fI' (13) ->- vI(t) 

2. VI = 'PI 
On the basis of PI' (14) ->- 1fI 

(12) ->- 'P2 = V2(t) 

1. PI = 'PI 
On the basis of VI' (13) - 1JlI' 

(12) - 'P2 = P2(t) 
2. VI = 'PI 

On the basis of PI' (14) - 1f1' 
(12) - 'P2 = v2(t) 

P2(t) 1. VI = 1f1 
vl(t) P2 = 'P2 (12) - 'PI = PI(t) 

2. VI = 'PI 
On the basis of PI' (14) - 1f1< 

(12) - 'P2 = v2(t) 

VI(t) 1. VI = 'PI 
v2(t) V2 = 'P2' (12) - 1fl' (14) - PI(t) 

2. PI = 'PI 
On the basis of VI' (13) - 1f1' 

(12) ->- 'h = P2(t) 
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The number of given values is always two, to be explained in solving dif
ferential equation (10). 

Combinations obtained from data by index change were not regarded as 
different, therefore these are omitted. 

Table I serves as directive in an actual problem, on the other hand it 
proves the generality of Eq. (12). 

4. Solntion of the differential equation 

4.1. Setting the Cauchy problem 

Considering differential equation (10) and the first two parameters from 
Eq. (11) as given, we obtain the so-called Cauchy problem for (10). This typical 
initial value problem is applied in our case for a typical boundary value prob
lem. 

For the sake of solution CPl(t) is supposed to be continuously differentiable 
in sections, andljJl(t) to be continuous. At the same time, these are important 
sufficient conditions for the mutual unambiguity problems discussed in con
nection with Eqs (13) and (14). 

The problem will be solved by the method of Riemann. The theory of 
the solution is discussed in [7]. As the first step, Eq. (10) is to be transformed 
to the characteristic canonic form. 

4.2. Transformations 

The characteristic canonic form is obtained from the canonic form (10) 
by the follo'wing transformations of independent and dependent variables. 

New independent variables I, y are introduced in place of t, x, such as: 

I lOt + x 
(15) 

y = zet x 

The above co-ordinate transformation images a new variable from cp(t, x), i.e.: 

X(l, y) . 

Hereafter new dependent variable z(l, y) IS introduced lU place of X(l, y), 
such as: 

~(l..l..y) 
z(l,y) = x(l,y)e-l1 l' ' (16) 

4.2.1. Transformation of the differential equation 

By transformations (15) and (16), 
equation (10) becomes: 

omitting details, - differential 
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---Bz=O 
818y 

B= (4:r 
4.2.2. Transformation of the boundary conditions 
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(17) 

For the solution the value of z(l, y) should be known on the original time 
axis (now the line y = I), as well as the difference of its partial derivatives, of 
course expressed in terms of rpl,lPI. 

y 

~--T--'---j 

x 

Fig. 3 

Making use of transformation equations (15) and (16), and omitting 
details, these will be: 

z(l, y) 
, l '. le'l 

= z(l, l) = rpl (-)e 2lV 

y=l IV 

8z (I, I) 
8[ 

~ (t, I) = VJ I -I e2lV 
8- ( I \ /;-/ 

8y le J 

(18) 

(19) 

Differential equation (17) has to be solved on the basis of boundary conditions 
(18) and (19). 

On account of assumptions the set problem can be stated to have an 
unambiguous solution in the range limited by lines drawn from the terminal 
points of the examined time interval parallel to axes y and 1, and the taxis [7] 
(Fig. 3). We shall use only the values of the solution, assumed on the line 
x = L i.e. y I 2L. 

4.3. Solution by the method of Riemann 

The Riemann function of Eq. (17) is known. 

(20) 
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where 10 is the zero order Bessel function of the first kind with pure imaginary 
variables. 

The expression of the Riemann function suited for calculations is 

v [B(~ - l)('i) - 'v)]m 
R( ~, 17, 1, y) = lim ::>: -=--__ -'--_.1 

\1-= ';;;:;0 m!2 

y t 
x2 rI, fJ 

Fig. 4 

In Eq. (20) ~ and 17 are the auxiliary integration variables for I and y, respec
tively. 

O<~<l 

O<1]<y 

The solution of the homogeneous differential equation can be written directly 
by means of Riemann's formula [7]. At an arbitrary point X(l, y) (Fig. 4): 

where 

--+ 
X,X, 

p=- -(~,1])·R-z.-. 1 [8Z 8R J 
2 81] 817 

Q=- -(~,1]).R-z.- . 1 [8Z 8R] 
2 8~ 8~ 

Substituting y = 1 2£ into (22), on account of the fixed flow pipe length, 
from (21:) 

we find: 

R(Xl' X) = R(y, y, I, y) = 1 

R(X2' X) == R(/, I, I, y) = 1, 
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z(l, I 2L) = ~ [z(l- 2L, 1- 2L) -;- z(l, 1)] - f (Pdn - Qd~) 
-> 
X,X, 

177 

Substituting the P and Q values into the above equation, taking Eqs (13), (19), 
(20) into consideration, transforming the line integral along the path X 1X 2 

to a common integral, further retransforming z on the basis of Eqs (15) and (16), 
arranging and substituting ~ = lOT, L = lOT, leads as final result to: 

CP2(t - T) 
I 

- CPl(t)e 
2 

I _ k·T 
-;- CPl(t - 2T)e 2-;-

2 
/ 

+ ~ e-~/+\T ·10 J {lPl(T)Io(2YB(~· l)(n - y))! 
IA, 

/-2T 

where the substitution Al has the following meaning: 

Al = {I = wt; ~ = n = w ·T;y = lOt - 2wT} 

(23) 

Eq. (23) is seen from the argument -'1Pl(t) or from the lower limit of the integral 
to be interpreted for the time variable -t > 2T, that is 

2L t>--. 
w 

This result is in good agreement with the physical course of the wave 
phenomenon. 

For t < 2T, the change generated at I bYlPl(t) and1pl(t) do not fill out 
the range Qz shown in Fig. 5. Thus, no cpz(t) interpreted at the place x = L 
can be obtained from (23). 

2T 

r,Otft} 

1ft(I) 

"'------L"'------X 

Fig. 5 
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2L 
Eq. (23) can be made valid also for the condition t < -, -- for a range of 

w 
type - D1, - if the L value is chosen to correspond to the pipe length where 

determine unambiguous conditions in the given rangc of interpretation of t. 

This condition is expressed by the equality T = 2 

Substituting this into (23), and remembering of thc existence of an undis
turbed initial value, namely 0 at x < L in the left-hand side of Eq. (23), further 
of Cf1(0) = 0, we obtain: 

I 

o =(f\(t) . /y- + we - ·1 J {1pl(T)Io(2r B~g .:::::: 1)(17 - y)) A, 

o 

(
8IO 8Io)'} ~'r(T) -- - --;:_. e 
8g OrJA, 

dT (24) 

for 
2L 

t < = 2T, 
w 

where A2 = {l = wt; g ='7 = WT,Y = O}. 

Integral equations (23) and (24) altogether give the required implicit functional 
relationship (12) for any time range. The expression of any of parameters 
Cfl(t), lP1(t) from Eqs (23) and (24), respectively, means the solution of the inte
gral equation; The solution requires no further restrictions beyond the quoted 
as sum ptions. 

5. Approximative solution of the integral equations 

Completing the previous assumptions for functions rp(t) and VJ(t) by sup
posing lp(t) to be differentiable, it is evident that functions rp(t) and lj!(t) can be 
given with any required accuracy as the linear combination of their values 
assumed at discrete points of time. 

Accuracy depends on the density of the discrete points of time, depending 
also on the linear combination. 

In the fixed time intervals, Cf(t) and lp(t) are given by some, arbitrarily 
chosen, interpolation which can be expressed by linear combination. 

Linearizing cp(t) and 1p(t), integral equations (23) and (24.) can be written 
in the linear operator form. By fixing the operator basis, i.e. the system of 
discrete times, the linear operator matrix can be determined. In this way 
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Eqs (23) and (24) assume the form of matrix equations. A single equation is 
{)btained since Eq. (23) is the "continuation" in time of Eq. (24). Our equation 
·will be approximative since rp(t) and lp(t) are approximated by previously 
dlOsen function forms. 

5.1. Choosing the approximating function form rp(t) and lj!(t) 

With respect to the ·wave character of the examined phenomenon it is 
advisable to allow a break in rp(t) and V)(t). Therefore the approximating function 
form will be a broken line function (Fig. 6). 

la=-T 

ifJ, (t] 
1/0(1) 

L 
)( 

In+l·.· 

Fig. 6 

The functions start from a homogeneous initial condition, from O. 
Let the examined time interval at x = 0 be [0, tN +M ]. Denote the end 

of the time interval belonging to the range D'2.' by tN: 

tN = 2 T. 

Intervals [0, tN ] and [tN' tN-,-Af] are divided to Nand .!.VI partial intervals, re .. 

spectively. 

The range of interpretation for rpAt) is the time interval [tN 
- T], to be formally extended to the interval [- T, tN +M 

for t E ( T, fN T), 

rp2(t) = O. 

T, tN+!vI 

T], such as: 
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Thereby rp2(tn) can be achieved to figure with as many values as rpl(t,J and l/\(tn} 

The values at point tn of broken line functions approximating the func
tions ((l(t), 1PI(t), rr2(t) are marked with a subscript. 

T) 

In this way the boundary values can be given by the following vectors. 

r -, r -, r -, 
rpl = rrl l rr 2 = 0 1Pl = 1PJl 

o 

.V';'JI 
VI 

L -1 

J-\-+M 
1j!1 

L 

In the interval [tn' tll ';'l] the functions are substituted by a straight line. 

For t E [tn? tn + 1] 

rpl(t) = rp7 + ....:-==----'-=- (t - tl1). 

1j!1(t) and ({ 2(t) can be written similarly to the above relationship. 

Calculating the integrals in the right-hand side of integral equations (24) 
and (23) at times t = to, ... , t'\"+1'>1 substituting the above values, and making 
use of the theorem of the additivity of integrals, replacing (21) for the Riemann 
function, applying the binomial theorem relative to the raising to power, fur
ther the theorem relative to partial integration, the integral equation can be 
written in the follo"ing form. 

where 1f! and cJj are (N 
as: 

for j > i; aij = 0 

for 1 <i< N 

(r 2 = P ·11'1 cJj • crI (25) 

.:1'1) X (N lV!) matrices of elements to be calrulated 

k· ti 

] -= z; aij = e -4- D1(t i , ti,j - 1) 

k·li 

j < i; aij = e --4- [Dl(ti' ti,j - 1) + C1(ti, ti,j)] 

for N < i < N + .M 
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j = i ; aij = e 

k· . k·T 

i - N /' j < i; alJ = e -;-~ [Dl(ti' 2 . T, j 1) + C1(ti,2 . T,j)] 

for j > i; bij = 0 

for 1 <i< N 

J=l 

j = i; 

for N < i < N AT 

k·t, k·T 

N; aij = e-~-;-~Cl(tl' 2T,j) 

j < i N; aij = 0 

(fJ = [b ij ]; i, jE[l, 1\-l + lvI] 

1 k·/; 

b··=-e -! 
IJ 2 

k· 

e 

j = i; bij = e 

k· ,k·T 

181 

N <j < i; blj = e ..,.~ [D2(ti' 2 . T,j 1) C2(ti,2· T,j)] 

j=i 
1 
-e 
2 

k·T k ./; k·T 

+ e-~-~ C
2
(t i ,2 ·T,j) 

. /,' 7'T. b - 0 J ~, L - 1 ~ , ij-

The three variable functions Cl' C2 , Dl , D2 in the above relationship can be 
calculated as follows. 
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where 

v 

~ 
rn=O 

v 
~ 

rn=O 

Bm 1{;2rn-'-1 

2'm 12 

Bm If2rn -i- 1 

2'm 12 

GY. DA-,KO 

~('m) ti 2rn-i (2m 
.,,;;;. • q~ • 
i=O 1. j=O ] 

i- j ) r1(-IY [e ., (T2rn _i_j_r)]ln+l 
r ~ 

H1(ts' tq, n) = 

J: r;) t~ ~i 12m 
j- i)tl( - l/:?-1+' I+i, _, 

[ 

k·, ]I"~' 1)' e -----:! (T2rn - i- j-r+1) . 
III 

. t n~1 (m - 1) ti 2rn~-2 (2m - i 
q..-;;;.; • q -- • 

i=O I j=o. ] 
2rn-i- j-2 1 

. ~ ---r1( 1)' e -----:! (T2rn- i - j -r- 2) . [ 
k·, ]1"_' 

.~ (; r-i-
1 

III 

H2(ts' tq, n) = 

v Bm mw2rn t ';;.1 (m - l)ti 2rn~-2 (2m 
~") ,2 q..;;;;.. • q ~ 
rn=O ~. m . i=O ] j=O. ] 

')) ~. t{( 

2~-~j-1 __ 1 __ (2m - i
r
- j - I)' r 1( _ 1)' [e ~' (T2rn_i_j_r_1)jlln,,+1 

;:0 ( ~'-'-1) , 

The function in square brackets is meant as the difference between the indicated 
limits. 

Matrices P and ([J can only be computer determined. The rather time
consuming calculation is worth while if a given pipeline - liquid system is 
examined, to find the response functions of various disturbances. * Namely 

.. A part of the present paper was prepared, in connection with the research work 
entitled "Kew type of pressure control system" [4], under the leadership of Dr. Imre SU,BO, 
for the control problems of the oil pipeline "Friendship I!". 
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matrices depend on y on the known constant parameters of pipe flow, but do 
not depend on .ljJ and cp, i.e. the values of pressure and velocity at both ends of 
the flow pipe. 

The data necessary for determining matrices <P and Pare 

There are V terms in the series of the Riemann functions taken into consider
ation. Concrete calculations proved the accuracy of matrices obtained for V = 
10 to be sufficient. 

6. Dimension analysis 

Divide Eq. (28) throughout by the dimension of cp and write the dimen
sions obtained in this way. Consider that 

8ep 
1p=

ex 

<P[l]cpI[I] + P[lengt1J'f'1 [ 1 "J 
- - length 

Examine the data determining matrices <P and P. 

Since k = [_.1_] , 
tIme 

W= , 
[ 

Length 1 
time 

tn = [time], 

[ ] 
u: 

thus length = k . 

W 
Factoring out k from matrix P, multiplying all the elements of the 

k 
matrix by -, and designating the ne'w matrix by P', ·we obtain; 

W 

where 

Cf2 = <P . CPI 
- -

W lTfl 
-r 'ljJl 
k -

pi = [ ~ Ui j ] 

Matrices <P and P' in Eq. (26) are relatively dimensionless. 

( 26) 

(27) 

To eliminate the dimension of time, let us express t1, ... , tn ... , tN+}vl 
as the relation of a real set of numbers, {OJn}, and of k. 

6 Periodica Polytechnica EL. IS[:!. 

OJn tn = - n = 1, ... N + NI 
k 

(28) 
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In place of time the dimensionless Wn can be given. It is important to note that 

for tn = 2T = WN actually Eq. (24) is converted to (23). This appears in matrices 
k 

([J and P. N is the number of non-zero elements in the first column of the ma
trices. 

As a conclusion it can be stated, that it is sufficient to replace ([J, P, k, w, 
{tn}:+M by 

IT! { l,-'-M ([J,r, wnJ~' 

For an arbitrary group of data k, w, {tn}i"+M, Eq. (26) is valid, the dividing 
points of the examined time interval can be calculated from Eq. (28). 

N can be read off some of the matrices, and evident from the range of 
interpretation of Eq. (24) that the relationship 

L=WT= WN 

2k 

is valid for the length of the examined pipe section. 

7. Example 

This method will be illustrated on computer determined matrices ([J 

and P, belonging to a time interval and {wn}. Matrix elements are given in 
Table n. The pertaining {wn} is the following. 

{wn} = {0.8 1.6 2.4 3.2 44.85.6 6.4 7.2 8} 

Evidently, N = 10, 1VI = O. 

The above will be applied for determining the shutting off of a liquid flow. 
Data: d = 0.6 [m] 

w = 1000 [m/s] 
L = 105 [m] 
e = 880 [kg/m3 ] 

v = 0.41 . 10-4 [m2/s] 

Initial velocity before the final control element, at the end of the pipeline 
is v = 2 [m/s]. 

Velocity has to drop to 0 during 40 [s]. This problem is calculated by 
superposition, as a velocity reduction from 0 to 2 [m/s] (Fig. 7). 

(6/a) yields k = 0.04 [l/s]. The time interval calculated with the matrices 
with the above data (N = 10, 1v1 = 0) is 

WN 
t.IV = 2T= k = 200 [8]. 
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Accordingly the length of pipe that can be examined is L = wT = 105 

[m] at the maximum. Time division is seen from {wn} to be uniform, onc dh-i
sion corresponds to 20 [s]. 

Denoting the end of the pipeline by subscript 1, and taking into consider
ation that M = 0 causes the examined time interval to be [0.2 T] hence V z, 
pz are known, and identical with the unchanged homogeneous initial condition, 
the substitution VI =lJ!1 can be selected from Table 1. 

v [m/SJ 

o 40 I[s] 

-2 
Fig. 7 

From Eq. (13), substituting Eq. (5) for S, our data lead to the following 
vector lJ!I approximating the velocity function in Fig. 7: 

lJ! = -0 kv-L=- = 
( 

dv ) 
_1 - - I dt 158.4 

70.4 
70.4 

70.4 

I 

Y'l can be expressed from Eq. (26). Since fP2 = 0, further, since x, and thus also 

d;: = 1Jl1 are negative, the pipe end being denoted by 1, we may 'write: 

'!!! q;-l lJf' (!) = k 'lb' 

Performing the operations, ,ve obtain the following values for fPI = PI 
III intervals of 20 [s]. 

6* 

r 
fP1 = P = 105 14.06 

28.63 
32.95 
37.02 
40.83 
44.38 
47.71 
51.29 
53.83 
56.66 

L -.I 

[; ] 
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Tahle II 

'i' ::>Iatnx 

+ .17471+ 00 + .00001+00 -- .0000/- 00 .0000/-00 -'- .0000/+ 00 

+ .2628/+00 .1725/+00 .0000/-(10 -;- .0000/- 00 -'- .0000/+ 00 

+ .1686/+00 -'- . :!529j-- 00 - .1703/-00 -'- .0000/ - 00 - .0000/+ 00 

+ .1081/+00 .1553/-00 - . 2-J.33/ - 00 .1682/-00 .0000/+00 

+ .6922(-01 -:- .9496/-01 - .1425/+;)C .23381-'- 00 -- .1661/+00 

+ .4429(-01 .5.80/ 01 .11263/-01 -- .1303j-00 - .2246/+00 

+ .2831/-01 -'- .3499/-01 _.- .4730/- 01 - .7107/-01 -'- .11861+ 00 

+ .1807/-01 .2105/-01 - . 2663j-0.1 .3767/-01 - .6023/-01 

+ .1153/-01 -'- .1258/"-01 - .1468/-01 .- .1916/-01 - .2887/-01 

+ .7341/-02 .H-l8/-0:! - .7866/-02 - .9131/- 02 .1250/-01 

(l> 1IIatrix 

+ .4912/+ 00 -'- .0000/ - 00 -;- .GOOO/-clO - .0000/-00 - .0000/+00 

- .2672/-01 -'- .4826/ -;- 00 .00001-'- 00 .0000/ -'- 00 -;- .0000/ -T- 00 

.2630/-01 - .3934/-01 - .4HO/-;-00 - .0000/-00 .0000/+00 

- .2300/-01 .3371/-01 .5147,'-01 .4656/- 00 - .0000/+00 

-.1886/-01 - .2706/-01 - .4049/-01 - .6313/-01 -'- .4573/+ 00 

- .1484/-01 .2085/-01 .3053/-01 .4666/-01 .7433/-01 

- .1135/-01 - .1560/-01 -.2235/-01 - .334.1/-01 - .5225/-01 

- .8509/-02 .1143/- 01 .1600/-01 .2341/-01 .3583/-01 

.6276/-02 - 8239/- 02 -.1126/-01 - .1608/-01 - .2407/-01 

- .4571/-02 .5860/-02 .7810/- 02 .1088/-01 .1589/-01 

In Fig. 8 the ohtained curve a of pressure change has heen plotted, and so has 
heen the pressure change curve b ohtained hy the method of characteristics 
[4], for the same data, taking into consideration a quadratic attenuation. The 
linear attenuation is seen to "over-attenuate" in the range of lo-w velocities, 
hut for relatively short time interval, at the heginning of the transient, the 
·error is low. 

Summary 

For the determination of pressure and velocity transients arising during the flow of 
incompressible media in a pipeline a general implicit integral equation can be obtained by 
linearizing the basic differential equation. Approximating the transients by a broken-line 
function transforms the integral equation into a matrix equation. Coefficient matrices can 
be calculated from the previously known constant parameters of the flow and are constant 
for a liquid-pipeline system. The matrices are not singular, thus by considering also the deter
mination, dynamic response functions can be established for any disturbance. 
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-'- .0000/+ 00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+ 00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 

+ .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 

-;- .0000/+00 + .0000/+ 00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 

+ .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+ 00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 

+ .0000/+ 00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 

+ .1640/+00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+ 00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 

+ .2156/+00 + .1619/+00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 

+ .1073/+00 + .2068/+00 + .1599/+ 00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 

+ .5009/-01 + .9657/- 01 + .1982/+ 00 + .1579/+00 + .0000/+00 

+ .2084/-01 + .40631-01 + .8628/-01 + .1898/+00 + .1558/+00 

+ .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+ 00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 

+ .0000/+ 00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+ 00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 

+ .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+ 00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 

+ .0000/+ 00 + .0000/+ 00 + .0000/+ 00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 

+ .0000/+ 00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 +.0000/+00 

+ .44901+00 + .0000/+ 00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 

- .8507/-01 + .44091+00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 

- .5728/-01 - .9538/-01 -:- .43191+ 00 + .0000/+00 + .0000/+00 

.37731-01 - .6178/-01 .1053/+00 + .4250/+00 + .0000/+00 

-.2436/-01 - .3917/-01 - .6578/-01 - . 1147/+ 00 + .4172/+0() 

b 

a 

10 

100 200 t [si 

Fig. 8 
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Symbols 

pressure 
flow velocity affected by a sign 
time variable 
place variable 
pressure drop of the liquid of unit density flowing in a pipe of unit length 
Reynolds' number 
Young's modulus 
pipe diameter 
length of the pipe section 
differential operator 
symbol of a functional rela tionship 
a tlenuation factor 
transformed pressure or velocity 
constant characterizing the flow 
transformed independ;nt yariable 
symbol of a point 

n, m. i. j s:,bscript variables 
Bessel's f,;nction 
Riemann's function 
line integral arguments 
set symbolizing the substitution value 
wave propagation velocity 
the limit of subscript variable m the number of terms III the series of 
Bessel's function 

auxiliary functions 

unit of length, meter 
unit of time, second 
unit of mass, kilogramm 
unit of force, newton 
designates the elements of matrix lJf 
designates the elements of matrix rp 
number of the partial intervals of time 
time of propagation of an effect in the pipe section 
density 
pipe wall thickness 
pipe friction coefficient 
general boundary value 
partial derivative of q; with respect to x 
transformed pressure or velocity 
auxiliary integration variables 
the examined place-time range 

matrices 

column ;vector formed of the general boundary value 
column ~-ector formed of function 'P 
element"" 'of the set of real numbers 
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